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ABSTRACT An automated protein structure prediction algorithm, pro-sp3-Threading/ASSEmbly/Reﬁnement (TASSER), is
described and benchmarked. Structural templates are identiﬁed using ﬁve different scoring functions derived from the previously
developed threading methods PROSPECTOR_3 and SP3. Top templates identiﬁed by each scoring function are combined to
derive contact and distant restraints for subsequent model reﬁnement by short TASSER simulations. For Medium/Hard targets
(those with moderate to poor quality templates and/or alignments), alternative template alignments are also generated by para-
metric alignment and the top models selected by TASSER-QA are included in the contact and distance restraint derivation. Then,
multiple short TASSER simulations are used to generate an ensemble of full-length models. Subsequently, the top models are
selected from the ensemble by TASSER-QA and used to derive TASSER contacts and distant restraints for another round of full
TASSER reﬁnement. The ﬁnal models are selected from both rounds of TASSER simulations by TASSER-QA. We compare pro-
sp3-TASSER with our previously developed MetaTASSERmethod (enhanced with chunk-TASSER for Medium/Hard targets) on
a representative test data set of 723 proteins <250 residues in length. For the 348 proteins classiﬁed as easy targets (those
templates with good alignments and global structure similarity to the target), the cumulative TM-score of the best of top ﬁve
models by pro-sp3-TASSER shows a 2.1% improvement over MetaTASSER. For the 155/220 medium/hard targets, the
improvements in TM-score are 2.8% and 2.2%, respectively. All improvements are statistically signiﬁcant. More importantly,
the number of foldable targets (those having models whose TM-score to native >0.4 in the top ﬁve clusters) increases from
472 to 497 for all targets, and the relative increases for medium and hard targets are 10% and 15%, respectively. A server
that implements the above algorithm is available at http://cssb.biology.gatech.edu/skolnick/webservice/pro-sp3-TASSER/.
The source code is also available upon request.INTRODUCTION
Although the past few years have seen slow and continuous
progress, the protein structure prediction problem remains
a long-standing unsolved problem in structural biology
(1,2). In general, protein structure prediction approaches
can be classified into template-based and template-free. To
date, template-based approaches are still the only reliable
method for protein structure prediction (1,2). Template-
based methods generally involve template identification,
alignment of the target sequence to the template, and model
refinement from this initial alignment. Advances can be seen
in better template identification and sequence-to-structure
alignment by going from single sequence alignments to
profile alignments (3–11), by inclusion of multiple structural
properties such as predicted secondary structures (12–14),
solvent accessibility (15,16), and structure profiles (17–24);
by coupling alignment with quality assessment (25);
machine learning (26,27), and meta-servers (28–30). Better
model refinement can be achieved by using multiple
templates and multiple template alignments (31–33), itera-
tive refinement (34–36), as well as physics and evolution-
based potentials (33,37,38).
Although not as reliable as template-based approaches,
template-free or ab initio approaches have had significant
advances (36,37,39–45). These methods can occasionally
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0006-3495/09/03/2119/9 $2.00provide very goodmodels for targetswhere no related proteins
in the template library can be identified. There are studies
which show that the current solved structural library Protein
Data Bank (PDB) (46) could provide reasonable quality
templates for all compact single domain proteins (47–49).
Despite the progress made by many efforts, there are still
~1/3 of proteins that are weakly homologous to proteins in
the PDB for which appropriate templates cannot be identified
(1,2). Therefore, in practice, there are two ways to solve the
protein structure prediction problem: improving the reliability
of ab initio predictions and/or the sensitivity of template iden-
tification. The protein structure prediction method TASSER
(Threading/ASSEmbly/Refinement) (50) and its updated
version chunk-TASSER (44) for medium/hard targets have
achieved a reasonable level of success in both template-based
and template-free modeling for targets that are weakly homol-
ogous to template proteins (50,51). Their performance
depends strongly on the energy functions that are partly
derived from the input structures. The input structures can
be models built directly from target-template alignments, or
models generated by other methods, and ab initio folded
chunk structures in the case of chunk-TASSER. One way to
improve the energy functions is to improve the predicted
contact potentials as in iterative TASSER (35) and TASSER
2.0(52). The other way to improve the accuracy of TASSER
model is to use more accurate input structures as in Meta-
TASSER (51) which uses the 3D-jury algorithm (28) to select
input models from three state-of-the-art threading methods.
doi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2008.12.3898
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prediction accuracy by improving the accuracy of the models
that are inputted into TASSER or chunk-TASSER. The accu-
racy of the input models depends on the quality of the identi-
fied templates and the associated target-template alignments
as generated by threading methods. In this spirit, we have
developed what to our knowledge is a new in-house meta-
threading method that consists of five individual threading
algorithms and alternative alignment procedures that employ
a parametric alignment approach.We then use short TASSER
or chunk-TASSER to build models from threading templates
and subsequently select possibly better models by a model
quality assessment method. This procedure can be considered
as iterative metathreading with the first round selecting
models from five individual threading methods and the
second round selecting models from short TASSER or
chunk-TASSER predicted models. The selected models are
then refined by full TASSER or chunk-TASSER simulations.
On a benchmark set of 723 targets, we show that the method
developed here shows considerable improvement over our
previously developed MetaTASSER algorithm (51) in terms
of the number of foldable targets and on average a 2–3%
improvement in TM-score (53).
METHODS
Employing the TASSER and chunk-TASSER (33,44,50,51),
the model quality assessment method TASSER-QA (54),
and the threading methods, PROSPECTOR_3 (55) and
SP3(24), we have developed the pro-sp3-TASSER algorithm
that combines some of the above-mentioned successful
approaches such as meta-servers, coupling alignment with
quality assessment, and iterative refinement. The overall pro-
sp3-TASSER procedure is described by the flowchart shown
in Fig. 1 A and has three main steps: a), threading and align-
ment by PRO-SP3 (described below); b), generation of an
ensemble of models by short TASSER simulations; and c),
selection of models by TASSER-QA, followed by full
TASSER refinement and final model selection. In addition to
the SP3 threading method, we derived four other threading
methods by modifying and combining some of the score
components in SP3 and PROSPECTOR_3. Combination of
these threading methods provides consensus information
from individual threading/fold-recognition approaches to
improve the quality of template identification and alignment
accuracy, especially for medium/hard targets (those with
poor quality template identification/alignments). Additional
alternative target sequence to template alignments are gener-
ated by a parametric alignment method where top quality
alignments are selected by TASSER-QA for medium/hard
targets. Subsequently, limited short time TASSER refinement
is applied to generate an ensemble of full-length models. For
medium/hard targets, chunk-TASSER (44) refinement, which
uses ab initio folded supersecondary structure chunks of
a given target, was also used instead of the original TASSERBiophysical Journal 96(6) 2119–2127algorithm.The structure ensemble consists of up to155models
and provides a diverse quality of models. We then select top
20 models from the ensemble using TASSER-QA. A second
round of full TASSER refinement was applied on the selected
full-length models and final models were selected from both
rounds of TASSER or chunk-TASSER refinements.
Target difficulty is classified by the Z-score of the top
template in SP3 threading (part of PRO-SP3). Targets whose
top template has a Z-scoreR6.0 are classified as easy, those
with a Z-score % 4.5 as hard, and those having a 4.5 <
Z-score < 6.0 as medium targets, respectively. Special atten-
tion is paid to possible multiple domain targets. This is done
by first checking the coverage of the top template identified
by SP3. If more than 50 continuous residues are unaligned in
the top scoring template, in additional to modeling the full-
length target sequence, the unaligned and aligned regions
are modeled separately. The separately modeled possible
domains are then superimposed onto the full-length models
in the second round of TASSER refinement. Another special
case is that when a single template ranked top by SP3 score
has a Z-score more than 2.0 units larger than the rank two
template or if it has sequence identity to the target of more
than 50% (single template dominates), then we only use
the single, top scoring template in the subsequent modeling
procedure.
PRO-SP3 threading for template identiﬁcation
and sequence-to-structure alignment
The PRO-SP3 threading algorithm consists of five threading
scores that align the target sequence to templates and then ranks
the templates independently. These scores are taken directly or
modified from SP3 (24) and PROSPECTOR_3 (55). The first
score is taken directly from SP3 (24) and combines sequence
profiles from sequence and structural alignments:
S1ði; jÞ ¼ ð1 wstrucÞFseqqueryðiÞ$MseqtemplateðjÞ
 wstrucFstructemplateðjÞ$MseqqueryðiÞ  w2ndarydsi ;sj
þ Sshift; (1)
where FseqqueryðiÞ is the sequence-derived frequency profile of
the target sequence, MseqtemplateðjÞ is the sequence-based log
odds profile (position-specific substitution matrix as in
PSIPRED (56)) of the template, FstructemplateðjÞ is the struc-
ture-derived probability profile of the template (24),
MseqqueryðiÞ is the sequence-derived, log odds profile of the
target sequence, Sshift is a constant shift factor, wstruc and
w2ndary are weight parameters for the structure-derived
sequence profiles and secondary structure profiles respec-
tively, and dsi;sj is a simple function of the secondary struc-
ture element si of the target at sequence position i and sj of
the template at sequence position j:
dsi;sj ¼ 1 si ¼ sj1 sissj :

(2)
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Detailed flowchart of model ensemble generation.Notice that the secondary structure of the target sequence
is predicted by PSIPRED (56) using the same position-
specific substitution matrix (PSSM), MseqqueryðiÞ. In the latest
version of SP3, FseqqueryðiÞ is replaced by the average of two
profiles with PSIBLAST e-value cutoffs 0.001 and 1.0,
and FstructemplateðjÞ is the average of the original Fstruc;orgtemplateðjÞ
and the PSIBLAST profile with e-value cutoff 0.001; i.e.,
FseqqueryðiÞ ¼ ðFseq;0:001query ðiÞ þ Fseq;1:0query ðiÞÞ=2, and FstructemplateðjÞ ¼
ðFstruc;orgtemplateðjÞ þ Fseq;0:001template ðjÞÞ=2.These modifications are designed to increase the align-
ment accuracy of medium/hard targets. With the gap opening
and extension parameters (w0, w1), there are total of five
parameters which were determined by optimizing alignment
accuracy against the ProSup data set (57). The parameters
were reoptimized after the profile replacements mentioned
above and the new solution (w0, w1, w2ndary, wstruc, Sshift) is
(3.5, 0.1, 1.50, 0.5, 0.7). The new optimized set of weights
gave a one-to-one match alignment accuracy of 66.1%
Biophysical Journal 96(6) 2119–2127
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compared to the original accuracy of 65.3%.
Scores 2–5 are modified from PROSPECTOR_3 by incor-
porating the structure-derived profiles from SP3 into PROS-
PECTOR_3. This is done because structure-derived profiles
help increase the template identification sensitivity (16,24).
The scoring functions given below are different combina-
tions of sequence profiles and structure-derived profiles
beyond the SP3 approach. At the same time, they take into
account the well characterized PROSPECTOR_3 (55) pair
potentials.
S2ði; jÞ ¼ 

FseqqueryðiÞ$Mstr;orgtemplateðjÞ
þ FstructemplateðjÞ$MseqqueryðiÞ

=2W22ndarydsi ;sj
þ S2shift; (3)
S3ði; jÞ ¼ S2ði; jÞ þ S3pairpot; (4)
S4ði; jÞ ¼ 

Fseq;0:001query ðiÞ$Mstr;orgtemplateðjÞ
þFseq;0:001template ðjÞ$MseqqueryðiÞÞ=2W42ndarydsi ;sj þ S4shift; ð5Þ
S5ði; jÞ ¼ S4ði; jÞ þ S5pairpot (6)
Here, Mstr;orgtemplateðjÞ is the position-specific substitution matrix
transformed from the original structure-derived probability
profile Fstruc;orgtemplateðjÞ by PSIBLAST utility programs (5).
w22ndary, w
4
2ndary, S
2
shift, S
4
shift are secondary structure profile
weights and constant shift factors. S3pairpot, S
5
pairpot are pair
potential terms that are constructed at stage m ¼ 2 and
m ¼ 4 of PROSPECTOR_3 (55), respectively. All the
weight and shift factors and gap penalties for dynamic align-
ment (58) are taken directly from PROSPECTOR_3 without
further optimization because Eqs. 3–6 are similar to the cor-
responding ones in PROSPECTOR_3. Even so, our results
show that PRO-SP3 threading is already better than the
consensus from the three state-of-the–art method PROS-
PECTOR_3, SP3 and SPARKS for medium/hard targets
(see Table 2).
Given a target sequence and a template structure, the
threading approaches developed here may not be good
enough to provide the best sequence-to-structure alignment
for medium/hard targets. To remedy this shortcoming, we
apply a parametric alignment method (25,59) to generate an
ensemble of alignments and use TASSER-QA to select the
‘‘best’’ alignments. We perform this procedure by gridding
the parameter space (w0,w1,w2ndary,wstruct, Sshift) of the score
S1(i, j) in Eq.1, where (w0,w1) are gap penalties. Each param-
eter is sampled with 0.0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 times the orig-
inal values except for the gap opening penalty, w0, which is
sampled with 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, and 2.5 times the original
value. Distinct alignments are ranked according to their
coverage and the top 1000 alignments kept. We then apply
the TASSER-QA algorithm to select the top alignment model
Biophysical Journal 96(6) 2119–2127from these 1000 alignments. We call this selected top align-
ment the alternative alignment of the corresponding template.
Generation of the structure ensemble by multiple
short TASSER simulations
A detailed flowchart of the model ensemble generation
procedure is shown in Fig. 1 B. To generate an ensemble
of diverse quality models, we apply a short TASSER refine-
ment procedure on various sets of templates identified inde-
pendently by the five PRO-SP3 scores. Since the TASSER
structure prediction method is described in detail in the liter-
ature (33,41,43,44,50,51,60), we merely present a brief over-
view of its essential components. Essential components of
the TASSER force field are the set of side chain contact
and the distance restraints derived from a set of input models.
TASSER also requires a set of initial structures. Generally,
the structures that provide the restraints and the starting
conformations are the same. However, they can be different.
For example, in chunk-TASSER (44), the set of structures
used for deriving contact and distance restraints contains
ab initio folded chunks in addition to threading templates,
whereas the set for initial starting structures consists entirely
of threading templates.
Since full TASSER modeling takes too long with large
proteins, we use the same strategy that was employed in
TASSER-lite (60) to limit the modeling procedure to short
times (typically 10 hs) for all target sizes. The sets of template
alignments used by TASSER or chunk-TASSER are:
a. Sets 1–5, each set consists of the top 10 template align-
ments from each of the five distinct threading
approaches.
b. Set 6, the top two templates from each threading score,
total of 10 templates.
c. Set 7, for medium/hard targets only, alternative align-
ments of the top two templates from each threading
score, for total of 10 templates.
d. Set 8, the top four templates from each threading score,
for a total of 20 templates.
e. Set 9, the top six templates from each threading score,
for a total of thirty templates.
f. Set 10, the top 10 templates from each threading score,
for a total of fifty templates.
g. Set 11, combined Set 6 and Set 7, for medium/hard
targets only, for a total of 20 templates.
The differences between set d, e, and f are the number of
templates from each threading score that are included. This
can be used to explore the effects of different combinations
and diversity of templates identified by the individual
scoring functions.
We put the top five models from each short TASSER simu-
lation into the structure ensemble. Each set provides from
several to more than one hundred models depending on the
scenario of TASSER simulation. TASSER uses modified
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needs an initial structure. There are two kinds of scenarios in
the TASSER simulations based on how the initial structures
are assigned to the replicas. For a scenario A simulation,
each template in the input set is taken as the initial structure
of one replica. For a scenario B simulation, only one template
in the input set is used as initial structure for all replicas. There-
fore, for an input set of N templates, by shifting the template
for the initial structure, one can apply N different scenario
B simulations and one scenario A simulation. The models
from a scenario A simulation are usually close to the average
structure of all the inputs, whereas those from scenario B are
close to the particular template assigned to the replicas.
Here, for medium/hard targets, we apply scenario A simula-
tions on Sets 1–10, and scenario A and B simulations on
Set 11. For easy targets, only scenario A and B simulations
onSet 8 are applied.Theprocedure generates up to 155models
(cluster centroids) for medium/hard targets and 105 models
for easy targets. Formedium/hard targets, the above procedure
generates an ensemble that have models close to the top
10 template alignments and the top two alternative template
alignments of each threading scoring function. For easy
targets, the ensemble contains models close to the top four
template alignments from each threading scoring function.
Therefore, the ensemble hasmore diversemodels than a single
threading method can provide.
Full TASSER reﬁnement on selected models
and ﬁnal model selection
After the generation of the ensemble of full-length structures
that consists of top five cluster centroids provided by
SPICKER (62) from all short TASSER simulations, we select
the top 20 possible best quality models from the ensemble by
the TASSER-QA (54) quality assessment method. These are
then used to derive TASSER contact and distance restraints
and also serve as the starting structures for full TASSER or
chunk-TASSER refinement. One single scenario A simula-
tion is applied to each target, and SPICKER is used again to
obtain the top five cluster centroid structures for subsequent
final model selection. To increase the chance of getting
good final models, we select final models from both ensem-
bles generated by short TASSER refinement and by full
TASSER refinement. For target of ~100 residues, a fullTASSER simulation takes ~20 h, but the simulation time
increases rapidly with the increase of target size (roughly
proportional to the square of size). A full simulation for
a 300 residue target will take ~200 h.
RESULTS
To test our algorithm, we compiled a set of 723 benchmark
proteins (whole chains or domain) structures that are
all <250 residues in length. The threading library is built
from structures all released before the testing benchmark
structures. The testing dataset is classified by their SP3Z-score
into 348 easy, 155 medium and 220 hard targets. The
maximum sequence identity between target and library is
55%, and the average per target largest sequence identities
between target and library for easy, medium and hard targets
are 27%, 19%, and 18%, respectively. As mentioned in
Wu et al. (16), comparison of methods is hard because of
differences in the members of the template library. For
example, if the library contains a close homolog, the results
will be very different from the case where there is not even
an analogous structure in the template library. Therefore, we
compare pro-sp3-TASSER with our previous MetaTASSER
algorithm that performed well in the CASP7 experiment
(51). In CASP7 predictions by humans, the TASSER group
results were based on the MetaTASSER server (51). Further-
more, the threading algorithms SP3, SPARKS2 and PROS-
PECTOR_3 that provide inputs intoMetaTASSERare among
the best nonmeta threading methods (50,55,63). Therefore,
MetaTASSER represents one of the best automated structure
prediction methods in the literature. Since chunk-TASSER
(44) shows a significant improvement over original TASSER
for medium/hard targets, for fair comparison, we update
MetaTASSER with chunk-TASSER for medium/hard
targets. The target’s TM-score to the native structure is used
as structure quality measure in our comparison (53).
Table 1 compares the performance of pro-sp3-TASSER
and MetaTASSER in terms of the number of targets having
models with TM-score to their native structures of >0.4 and
cumulative TM-scores, along with two-sided p-values of
Student’s t-test that show the statistical significance of the
differences (64). Pro-sp3-TASSER has R10% more fold-
able targets than MetaTASSER for medium/hard targetTABLE 1 Comparison of pro-sp3-TASSER and MetaTASSER on the 723 protein benchmark set
First model Best of top five
Target set (No. of targets) MetaTASSER Pro-sp3-TASSER MetaTASSER pro-sp3-TASSER
Easy (348) 323 243.5 325 246.8(0.04) 326 248.8 332 254.2(6.9106)
Medium (155) 60 58.7 62 59.2(0.55) 68 62.7 75 64.6(0.04)
Hard (220) 53 76.6 62 78.6(0.15) 78 85.5 90 88.0(0.01)
All (723) 436 378.8 449 384.6(0.01) 472 397.0 497 406.8(6.3108)
Numbers in the first columns under each method are numbers of targets having first/best of top five models with TM-score to native >0.4. TM-score of 0.4 is
a statistically significant threshold for structural similarity. The numbers in second columns are TM-scores. Numbers in parenthesis are two-sided p-values
(64,65) between the two methods. A p-value of <0.05 is considered significant.Biophysical Journal 96(6) 2119–2127
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average a 1.4% TM-score improvement (p-value ¼ 0.04)
over MetaTASSER on the easy target set. In contrast, the
improvements of TM-scores on medium/hard sets are not
statistically significant (p-value ¼ 0.55,0.15). For the best
of top five models, pro-sp3-TASSER shows on average
2–3% improvements over MetaTASSER for all targets,
with the improvements are statistically significant.
Although the percentage TM-score improvement is rela-
tively small, it is a nontrivial achievement due to the fact
that MetaTASSER plus chunk-TASSER is already a state-
of-the-art method that performed well in CASP7 (51) and
there are only a few methods that surpass it. The latest
version of MetaTASSER has implemented some compo-
nents of the methodology developed in this work, e.g., the
special treatment for easy targets, selection of models from
multiple TASSER simulations by TASSER-QA. However,
it still does not match pro-sp3-TASSER’s performance on
medium/hard targets in the benchmark set. That indicates
pro-sp3-TASSER is superior to MetaTASSER, particularly
for medium/hard targets.
In Fig. 2, we show the target-to-target comparison of the
two methods. Although, pro-sp3-TASSER does worse than
MetaTASSER for certain targets, overall, pro-sp3-TASSER
does better. The cases when pro-sp3-TASSER does worse
are partly due to the failure to identify good templates. For
example, for target 2ehp_A, although it is classified as easy
target, only the SP3 score component of PRO-SP3 threading
identifies the good template 1wqa_A, whereas in Meta-
TASSER, all three threading methods identify it. Another
source of the poorer performance of pro-sp3-TASSER is
that TASSER-QA fails to select good models. One such
example is 2qwt_A. There are severalmodelswith TM-scores
FIGURE 2 Scatter plot comparison between PRO-SP3-TASSER and
MetaTASSER on the 723 benchmark set. TM-scores are from the best of
top five models.
Biophysical Journal 96(6) 2119–2127to native ~0.75–0.80 in the ensemble after the first round of
TASSERmodeling, but the TM-scores of the selected models
are ~0.5–0.6. Therefore, the final best model by pro-sp3-
TASSER only has a TM-score to native of 0.62, whereas
the MetaTASSER model has a TM-score of 0.82. Fig. 3
shows the comparison of targets as a function of TM-score
that demonstrate that pro-sp3-TASSER is better for all TM-
score threshold cutoff values.
We next analyze the source of the improvement. In Table 2,
the best of the top five templates or models that are inputs into
TASSER are compared between MetaTASSER and pro-sp3-
TASSER. Templates in MetaTASSER are ranked by the
3D-jury approach (28), whereas in the first round involving
short TASSER simulations in pro-sp3-TASSER, the top
five templates consist of the top one template from each
threading score and in the second round involving the full
TASSER simulation, they are ranked by TASSER-QA. For
easy targets, PRO-SP3 threading andMetaTASSER threading
results are comparable. However, after TASSER-QA selec-
tion, the input model quality is significantly better. This is
partly due to the fact that the selected models are full-length,
whereas template models have unaligned regions. It is also
reflects the refinement in the short TASSER simulations and
the ability of TASSER-QA to select the best quality models.
For medium/hard targets, templates from PRO-SP3 threading
are better overall than those from MetaTASSER threading.
For a few targets, the TM-score of the best of top five model
to native by MetaTASSER are ~0.3 whereas they are >0.5
from pro-sp3-TASSER (see Fig. 2). For these targets, only
a single good template is identified and because Meta-
TASSER includes an overwhelming number of poor
templates even though there is a single good template in the
ensemble, the resulting good quality structures are not in the
selected final top five models. Pro-sp3-TASSER is able to
retain the template model by the special treatment mentioned
earlier. For example, target 2yyv_A, the first template
FIGURE 3 Histogram comparison between PRO-SP3-TASSER and
MetaTASSER on the 723 benchmark set. TM-scores are from the best of
top five models.
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rithms is 1vr0_A, with a TM-score to native target of 0.89.
However, because of the fact that the overwhelming majority
of templates are of poor quality, the TM-score of the final best
of top five models by MetaTASSER is only 0.31, whereas by
pro-sp3-TASSER, the TM-score is 0.93.
Another source of improvement is the better template iden-
tification by PRO-SP3 threading. One such example is
2uvp_A. In MetaTASSER, only the sixth template as ranked
bySP3 threading has aTM-score of 0.49 to the native structure,
whereas all other templates haveTM-scores ~0.2 to native. The
preponderance of poor quality templates results in a TM-score
of the final best model of 0.24. In pro-sp3-TASSER, there are
five templates havingTM-scores to native ranging from0.44 to
0.64 and the final best TM-score is 0.62. An example that
shows improvement by the TASSER-QA procedure in pro-
sp3-TASSER is 2hz8_A, which is a 115 residue, four-helix
bundle protein. The single best template from threading is
2b0h_A, which has a TM-score of 0.66 to native, is not ranked
first by SP3; therefore there is no special treatment in pro-
sp3-TASSER. The alternative alignment model of template
2b0h_A has a better quality TM-score of 0.70 to native. After
the first round of short TASSER modeling, TASSER-QA
selects models with TM-scores ranging from 0.77 to 0.86 in
the top 10 models. The final best of top five models given by
pro-sp3-TASSER has a TM-score to native of 0.84, whereas
the best model by MetaTASSER has 0.51. Thus, the initial
models are refined by TASSER, and are then improved on in
a subsequent TASSER iteration.
By limiting the totalmodeling time to 72 h for the entire pro-
sp3-TASSER procedure, we implemented an automated
server at http://cssb.biology.gatech.edu/skolnick/webservice/
pro-sp3-TASSER/ for public use. The source code for stand-
alone installation is also available upon request. For target
sizes of ~100 residues, ~30 h are needed for modeling.
However, for a target size of 300 residues, pro-sp3-TASSER
will take ~200 h. Thus, the server is best suited for
proteins <150 residues. For larger proteins, the limited time
in the second round TASSER simulations may slightly
degrade the final model quality.
DISCUSSION
We have shown that pro-sp3-TASSER shows considerable
improvement of foldability (number of foldable targets) for
TABLE 2 Comparison between MetaTASSER and pro-sp3-
TASSER of the cumulative TM-scores of the best of top ﬁve
templates or models that are inputs into TASSER
Target set
(No. of targets)
MetaTASSER
Threading
PRO-SP3
Threading
TASSER-QA
selected
Easy (348) 238.1 238.1 247.4
Medium (155) 52.4 55.5 62.1
Hard (220) 67.7 70.8 84.7
All (723) 358.2 364.4 394.2medium/hard targets and on average, a statistically significant,
2–3% TM-score improvement over our previous Meta-
TASSER approach enhanced by chunk-TASSER. Improve-
ments come from better template identification as well as
better alignments and enrichment of better initial models by
TASSER-QA selection from the large structure ensemble
generated by short TASSERmodeling. However, there is still
much room for further improvements in the current approach.
Fig. 4 shows the comparison of the TM-scores of the best
models in the ensemble of structures (that contains up to
155 individual structures) generated by first round of short
TASSER modeling and those of the best of top five models
selected from the ensemble by TASSER-QA before full
TASSER simulations. For many targets, especially for targets
with models having TM-scores <0.7, the TM-score gap
between the best possible model and the best of top five
selected models is quite large. For all targets, the cumulative
TM-score of best models in the ensemble is 426.9 compared
to 394.2 for the selected best of top five models. The cumula-
tive TM-scores of best models for subsets of easy, medium
and hard targets are 254.4, 72.7, and 99.9, respectively. The
corresponding values of selected models are 247.4, 62.1,
and 84.7, respectively. The percentages of differences are
2.8%, 17.1% and 17.9% for easy, medium, and hard targets,
respectively. Therefore, by developing a better model selec-
tion algorithm, one can considerably increase prediction accu-
racy, especially for medium/hard targets. For example, the
PRO-SP3-TASSER predicted best model for 2ip6_A has
a TM-score to native of 0.68, although there are, in fact, two
models in the ensemble generated by short TASSER simula-
tions that have TM-scores of 0.89 and 0.88. These models are
ranked around 60th by TASSER-QA and originated from an
FIGURE 4 Comparison of TM-scores of best models in the ensemble of
structures (up to 155) generated by first round of short TASSER modeling
and those of the best of top five models selected from the ensemble by
TASSER-QA before full TASSER simulations.
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2126 Zhou and Skolnickalternative alignment to template 2bl7_A (sequence identity
12%) with TM-score 0.73 (the SP3 alignment has a TM-score
of 0.59). Like the template identification problem formedium/
hard targets, model quality assessment and selection is
nontrivial. One direction for better model assessment/
selection method is to use an all-atom physics-based force
field, an approach that is currently under investigation in our
laboratory.
This research was supported in part by grant Nos. GM-37408 and
GM-48835 of the Division of General Medical Sciences of the National
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